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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange App Suite backend 7.10.3-rev19
Open-Xchange App Suite frontend 7.10.3-rev15
Open-Xchange App Suite usm 7.10.3-rev6
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.
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Bugs fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #5804.

OXUIB-352 Time in list view is not configured time
Listview time was not drawn in currently selected timezone.
This has been solved by drawing Listview time in currently selected timezone.
OXUIB-348 Cannot open newsletters with new edge chromium based browser
Basic detection of Edge was added a while back, but noopener feature has not been adjusted.
This has been solved by reporting noopener support for Edge based on Chromium in internal functions.
OXUIB-329 Group ’All users’ is not getting updating
Appsuite UI side limit that request user details only for at most 1000 members, this limit only affects
the settings pane ”Groups”.
This has been fixed by introducing customizable setting and now also inform user when limit was
hit.
OXUIB-323 Settings: Currency and Number Format example wrong
Preview currency was hardcoded to EUR.
This is only used to display number formats, so Just removing EUR works fine in this case.
OXUIB-303 Error saving webmailer signature on mobile tablet
Editor content was not part of new/update requests when oximage tinymce plugin wasn’t loaded.
This has been solved by ensuring editor content is used.
MWB-462 Dedicated filestore does not work with Sproxyd for Mail Compose
Using a dedicated filestore for mail compose attachments did not work with Scality Sproxyd based
ones. The Sproxyd connector stores object references in a database, but in this case no appropriate
database was ever found at runtime.
This was fixed by selecting the according UserDB schema.
MWB-456 CalDAV: Appointment does not get synced when a X-ALT-DESC field is present
For marshalling the calendar-data property in XML response bodies, the iCalendar data is put into
CDATA section. Now, a property in the iCalendar file contains a CDATA section, too, which is apparently not properly escaped.
Now properly escape XML element content of calendar-data element to solve this issue.
MWB-445 Unable to delete context ID 0
No validation of context identifier value.
Ensures that a context with identifier zero can be deleted. Workaround: Also a context with ID zero
can be removed now, the -N option has to be used. If the -c option is used, the zero value is interpreted as absent. This can’t be changed in the method causing the error (see description) because
dozen of other classes use this method and expect zero to be interpreted as absent or rather unset.
Therefore the deletion of the context with ID 0 must use the -N option as the ID will then be found
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by the server itself and deletion works.
MWB-370 Error saving webmailer signature on mobile tablet
Signature snippet is attempted being created without a content.
This has been fixed by handling possible absent content when creating a signature snippet. Assume
empty string instead.
67184 Error ”Mail could not be found” opening webmail on mobile devices (Android/ios)
Was caused by separate handling for savepoints on smartphones and other devices.
This has been solved by extending initial fix to also cover smartphones.
68773 Error Description Improvement in the WebUI
USM can not send an error message, the communication is restricted to the http return code for a
failed login.
Increased logging: Increase the level for those kind of log messages from DEBUG to INFO.
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Changes relevant for Operators

3.1

Changes of Configuration Files

Change #SCR-707 New properties to hide system groups from API responses
The group service offers methods to retrieve information about all groups within a context. This
also includes the ”virtual” groups ”All Users” and ”All Guests”, and the automatically populated ”Standard Group”.
While it is necessary that those groups do exist in a context for different purposes (e.g. as permission entries in folders), they may not be really useful in client responses of the ”all” action of the
”group” module as they cannot be edited anyway. Also, in very large contexts with many users, it
may be helpful if such groups would not be included in responses to search requests, e.g. during
auto-complete for participants when creating new appointments, as the members are automatically ”expanded”, then.
Therefore, new options are introduced to hide those groups for the ”all” and ”search” methods.
However, those groups will still be accessible when being directly targeted by their identifiers in the
”get” and ”list” calls, or for provisioning operations.
The settings are configurable through the config-cascade, with the following defaults:
com.openexchange.group.hideAllUsers=false
com.openexchange.group.hideAllGuests=true
com.openexchange.group.hideStandardGroup=true
as configuration settings.
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

OXUIB-352, OXUIB-348, OXUIB-329, OXUIB-323, OXUIB-303, MWB-462, MWB-456, MWB-445, MWB370, 67184, 68773,
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